Variable-density adaptive imaging for high-resolution coronary artery MRI.
Variable-density (VD) spiral k-space acquisitions are used to acquire high-resolution (0.78 mm), motion-compensated images of the coronary arteries. Unlike conventional methods, information for motion compensation is obtained directly from the coronary anatomy itself. Specifically, periods of minimal coronary distortion are identified by applying the correlation coefficient template matching algorithm to real-time images generated from the inner, high-density portions of the VD spirals. Combining the data associated with these images together, high-resolution, motion-compensated coronary images are generated. Because coronary motion is visualized directly, the need for cardiac-triggering, breath-holding, and navigator echoes is eliminated. The motion compensation capability of the technique is determined by the inner-spiral spatial and temporal resolution. Results indicate that the best performance is achieved using inner-spiral images with high spatial resolution (1.6-2.9 mm), even though temporal resolution (four to six independent frames per second) suffers as a result. Image quality within the template region in healthy volunteers was found to be comparable to that achieved with cardiac-triggered breath-hold scans, although extended acquisition times of around 5 min were needed to overcome reduced SNR efficiency.